ETF DUE DILIGENCE WORKSHEET
Choosing from the increasing number of exchange traded funds (ETFs) can be confusing and time consuming.
This worksheet provides a framework that allows you to isolate the ETF that best fits your client’s needs.

Provider

Exposure

Structure

How well do you know your provider?

What’s in your ETF?

What are the implications of the ETF’s structure?

Critical Questions

Critical Questions

Critical Questions

}}What is the level of expertise and experience of the firm’s

}}What is the name and objective of the index the ETF seeks to

}}How experienced is the firm in developing, managing and

}}What is the index methodology (component selection criteria,

}}What is the AUM of the ETF?
}}How do Australian regulatory requirements affect the ETF’s

investment professionals?
supporting ETFs?

}}What are the firm’s total assets under management (AUM) and
total ETF AUM? What is the competitive market share of each?

}}What are the firm’s risk management processes?
}}What is the firm’s service model?

track (or exposure, if non-index)?

rebalancing, reconstitution, initial public offering [IPO]
inclusion, etc.)?

}}How accepted or widely followed is the index? How long has the
index been in existence? Is performance history back-tested?

}}Are index and fund holdings available on a sufficiently frequent
basis? How often are index and fund holdings published?

}}What is the ETF’s method for tracking the index (replication,

structure and methodology?

}}What type of securities does the ETF hold?
}}What are the diversification guidelines?
}}What is the creation/redemption process?
}}What are the tax implications of the structure?
}}Is securities lending utilised? If so, what are the collateralisation

process, performance impact and risk management techniques?

optimisation, representative sampling or other)? Why was this
method chosen?

}}How does the investment team manage and execute index
reconstitution and rebalancing?

}}What is the predicted tracking error of the ETF?
}}Is the ETF a leveraged/inverse product or does it employ
leveraged/inverse strategies?

Key Considerations

Key Considerations

Key Considerations

}}Experience in the ETF market.
}}Size, scale, expertise, track record and level of commitment to the

}}Targeted exposure — whether the Australian market or an

}}A structure that provides transparent benefits to the unitholder,

}}Experience and relationships with market participants, index

}}Index name recognition. The most widely recognised and

ETF industry.

providers, the exchange and the regulator.

}}A business model that supports and advocates the role of the

adviser as the key to investor success (education, consulting and
solutions to investment professionals and market participants).

international region, a single developed or emerging market
country or a specific sector or industry theme.
respected benchmarks in the industry are supported by index
providers who ensure that their indices are trackable, complete
and accurately represent the investment opportunity.

}}Frequency of disclosure and level of transparency. While some

indices report holdings on a daily basis, not all do — which impacts
investor ability to see exactly what is inside the ETF on a given day.

minimising unintended risks or costs.

}}Product design that balances desired exposure and helps to
ensure cost and tax efficiency and liquidity.

}}An independent, dedicated ETF structure that helps insulate ETF
unitholders from unintended tax consequences and inherent
conflicts of interest.

Liquidity

Costs

Can you trade when you need to?

What does it really cost?

Critical Questions

Critical Questions

}}What is the average daily volume of both the ETF and

}}What is the expense ratio?
}}What are the trading costs?
}}What is the average spread?
}}How do the spread and volume factor into overall cost

the underlying basket of securities?

}}How is liquidity maintained in the ETF?
}}How is liquidity enhanced in the ETF?
}}How has liquidity been affected in past stressed
market conditions?

}}Are options available on the ETF?
}}What is the options’ liquidity?
}}Does the ETF provider offer resources to help advisers
achieve the best possible execution for clients?

on a trade and per-annum basis?

}}How are internal transaction costs (including rebalancing
costs) minimised?

}}How tax efficient is the ETF?
}}What are the historical capital gains distributions?

Key Considerations

Key Considerations

}}It’s critical to examine the real liquidity of the ETF through both

}}Expense ratios are important; however all implicit costs — trading,

}}Liquidity and access in volatile market conditions.
}}ETF provider support for liquidity — strong relationships with

}}Tight bid/offer spreads, which lower the cost for investors to

its market volume and the liquidity of the underlying securities.

index providers and market participants to help provide deeper,
more liquid products and the insights to access and exit them.

market impact, rebalancing — should be factored in to determine
the true total cost.
enter and exit positions.

}}Institutional grade ETFs focused on maximising liquidity, tax

efficiency and transparency while minimising transaction costs
for investors.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Before investing in an iShares exchange traded fund, you should carefully consider whether such products
are appropriate for you, read the applicable prospectus or product disclosure statement (“PDS”) available at
iShares.com.au and consult an investment adviser.
Issued by BlackRock Investment (Management) Australia Limited ABN 13 006 165 975 AFSL 230 523 (“BIMAL”), a
wholly owned subsidiary of BlackRock, Inc. (collectively “BlackRock”).
BlackRock believes the information in this document is correct at the time of issue, but no warranty of accuracy or
reliability is given and no responsibility arising in any way for errors or omissions (including responsibility to any
person by reason of negligence) is accepted by BlackRock.
This information is general in nature, and has been prepared without taking into account any individual’s
objectives, financial situation, or needs.
Transaction costs are incurred when buying or selling shares of an iShares fund on the Australian Securities
Exchange (“ASX”) and brokerage commissions if such trades are done through a broker.
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Notes

Neither the performance nor the repayment of capital or any income (dividends) of an iShares fund is guaranteed
by any BlackRock entity. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Shares of an iShares fund trade on ASX at market price (not, net asset value (“NAV”)). Shares may only be
redeemed directly from an iShares fund by persons called “Authorised Participants”.

Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”), a division of The McGrawHill Companies, Inc. (“McGraw-Hill”). The iShares funds are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold or promoted
by S&P or McGraw-Hill. Each of these companies has licensed the use of their respective trademarks and
servicemarks to BlackRock Fund Advisors. Neither of these companies make any representation, warranty or
condition regarding the advisability of buying, selling or holding shares in an iShares fund.
BIMAL is the local agent and intermediary for international iShares funds issued by iShares (iShares, Inc. ARBN
125632 279 formed in Maryland, USA; iShares Trust ARBN 125 632 411 organised in Delaware, USA. The liability
of shareholders is limited). BlackRock Fund Advisors (“BFA”) serves as an advisor to the iShares funds that are
registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment Company Act of
1940. iShares® and BlackRock® are registered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc., or its subsidiaries in the United
States and elsewhere.
©2015 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved. iSHARES® and BLACKROCK® are registered trademarks of BlackRock,
Inc., or its subsidiaries. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

